
Since the United States abolished slavery in 1865, African-Americans have sought equality 

in the minds of white America. The contrasting strategies of racial uplift outlined by W.E.B. 

Du Bois and Booker T. Washington at the beginning of the 20th century have formed part of 

a discourse which continues to this day. Kanye West can be seen as modern culture’s most 

vocal critic of this discourse and his first album, The College Dropout, has been described 

as an ‘attack on the Black middle-class and their educational imperatives’.  In this essay I 1

outline how the racial uplift strategies of Du Bois and Washington have created a modern 

black middle-class who propagate the importance of college education and economic 

prosperity as key assimilationist strategies. Furthermore, I show how Kanye West uses his 

music to critique these attitudes and renew the concept of education through hip-hop.

For Du Bois higher education was seen as the primary method by which African-

Americans would obtain equality with white America. Through attendance of higher 

educational institutions, Du Bois argued that African-Americans would be exposed to the 

white world and their inherent double-consciousness would be ignited such that they would 

be able to navigate past the racist veil.  Du Bois hoped by developing cognitive power 2

African-Americans could combat the racist stereotypes of low-intelligence that white 

America maintained. This, however, is where Du Bois’s altruistic goal fails; by attempting to 

appease white American stereotypes, black Americans must adjust their identity to fit an 

essentially white supremacist standard of normality. These racist stereotypes don’t stem 

from evidence that African-Americans are less intelligent, but rather from supremacist 

ideologies of white racial superiority. Therefore, Du Bois’s belief that greater education 

would provide the basis for racial equality was inherently flawed. In contrast, Washington 

prioritised economic status as the means to equality, arguing that increased financial 
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agency would result in ‘economic emancipation’.  This discourse promoted both black 3

consumption and black production. Through paralleling the levels of white consumption, 

black consumption became a method by which blacks could prove their equality;  4

furthermore, Washington advocated an assimilationist perspective of working within the 

system of American capitalism entrepreneurial endeavour encouraging African-Americans 

to pull themselves up to an equal social standing as white entrepeneurs.  Washington’s 5

strategies are ‘equally inauthentic and ineffective’  as Du Bois’s as they seek to redefine the 6

racial identity of African-Americans through commerce, which until the emancipation of the 

slaves, had been a solely white endeavour. Thus, Washington’s ideology demands that 

blacks acquiesce to achieve racial equality by adhering to a white standard of economic 

prosperity; Racist prejudice has no basis in economics but is grounded in white supremacist 

attitudes of racial superiority. By observing the data recorded by the US Census Bureau, it 

is clear to see that racial inequality has persisted in economic prosperity and educational 

attainment between American citizens (see Appendix A and B) and thus, the success of 

racial uplift strategies has been minimal. However, whilst the ideologies of Du Bois and 

Washington have not resulted in equality, the decreasing percentages of blacks living below 

the poverty line (see Appendix C) indicates that many of the poorest African-Americans 

have been able to ascend from the lower class into a growing black middle-class.

This black middle-class has embraced the discourses of racial uplift as key factors in 

their ascension. During the 20th century, education has become an ‘obsession’  for middle-7
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class African-American parents despite the great challenges which college presents. 

Beyond the day to day discrimination faced by blacks in essentially white colleges, the 

academic experience is distinctly white and many black students find the campus culture 

alienating.  Furthermore, statistics suggest that after graduating from college, black males 8

cannot expect to receive equal income or equal job opportunities as their white 

counterparts;  alongside the financial pressure the growing cost of education and on lower-9

income families,  it is unsurprising that growing numbers of young African-Americans are 10

becoming disenfranchised with the prospect of college. Additionally, Washington’s self-help 

ideology can be seen to have permeated the black middle-class in attitudes to business and 

lower class blacks. In terms of black consumerism, the 21st century has seen a growth in 

compensatory consumerism as African-Americans seek to demonstrate status with displays 

of wealth;  this, accompanied with growth in black entrepreneurial role models,  has 11 12

resulted in increased faith in the ‘myth of Negro business’.  Whilst Washington’s false 13

promise continues to influence the black middle-class, racial prejudice permeates the 

commercial environment. Disregarding general racist discrimination, the low economic 

power of many black citizens means they don’t possess the capital to start businesses.  14

Furthermore, the informal networks which provide business contacts are less prevalent in 
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the black community and white networks often don’t accept black businessmen.  Despite 15

these impediments to black economic success, black conservatives continue to promote 

self-help strategies. The discourse of Black Conservatism assumes society’s advancement 

into a post-racial milieu  where continuing racial inequality is not due to racism but rather 16

black dysfunction,  despite contrary evidence;  this has resulted in a middle-class attitude 17 18

of self-hatred.  The flaw in the ideology of Washington is evident in Black Conservatism in 19

that its proponents ascribe racial inequality to a white supremacist view. Furthermore, 

conservative racial uplift ideologies continue to be evident in the initiatives which seek to 

help deprived African-American communities such as the gentrification attempts of Mid-

South in Chicago.  Intriguingly, educational development is absent from the rhetoric of Mid-20

South who appear to prioritise the economic revitalisation of the area over the education of 

its current citizens. Despite post-racial ideologies dominating the modern discourse of racial 

uplift, the end of the century has seen an increase in race consciousness among African-

Americans;  the recent rise of the #BlackLivesMatter movement supports this conclusion.21

The intersection between this movement and the world of hip-hop is the latest in a 

long dialogue between hip-hop and racial discourse.  More precisely, rap has been in 22

dialogue with the strategies of racial uplift since its earliest forms. The acquisition of wealth 
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is a common theme of rap and the genre often criticises traditional forms of education;  23

however, the fact that rappers engage with the inadequacies of education suggests that it 

remains important.  Much rap discourse argues that education doesn’t provide ‘street’ 24

knowledge or that it teaches a concept of ‘whiteness’ which ostracises black identities.  As 25

a member of the black middle-class, Kanye West represents a unique identity within hip-

hop. Unlike rappers whose background is lower class, West has the opportunity to perceive 

the white supremacist ideologies which permeate the black middle-class attitudes. Whilst 

West retains the goal of upward mobility from his middle-class upbringing,  his knowledge 26

of the racial resentment from within this middle-class prevents him accepting the racial uplift 

ideologies propagated by the Black Conservatism.27

Therefore, in his music the listener is presented with West’s critique of racial uplift 

strategies; in the first four tracks of The College Dropout, both the economic and education 

methods of racial uplift are evaluated and disregarded. The opening track of the album, 

‘Intro’,  sets up a dialogue between education and black America as a black representative 28

of a college requests that West perform a song for graduation. West responds with ‘We 

Don’t Care’  in which he outlines how African-American society which has been 29

abandoned by the State and is criticised by its own middle-class. In the opening lines of the 
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song West states, ‘We never had nothing handed’, highlighting straight away that African-

Americans have never received help from outside agency. He then goes on to rap:

Cause ain’t no tuition for having no ambition
And ain’t no loans for sitting your ass at home
So we forced to sell crack rap and get a job

The criticisms of black conservatives are shown in the first two lines which cite a lack of 

ambition and laziness for lack of outside help. However, West disrupts the internal rhymes 

of these two lines in the final line to counter this view and identify the plight of blacks. By 

placing ‘forced’ on the first beat giving it greater emphasis, West reveals that this attitude 

only forces African-Americans into a life of crime. Furthermore, the chorus of the song 

insists the requirement of drug-dealing ‘just to get by’ and offers a challenge to the black 

middle-class:

We wasn’t supposed to make it past 25
Jokes on you we still alive

The second time the chorus occurs children's' voices join in on these lines and in the final 

chorus, the children sing all of the lines, including those about dealing drugs. Whilst this 

compositional decision is designed to shock middle-class sensibilities, there is question to 

be raised as to who the joke really is on. The children who sing in the song are definitely not 

over the age of 25 and therefore, it is permissible that West is actually playing with his 

audience and identifying that the true dangers of failing to deal with racial inequality are the 

induction of the next generation into a life of crime. ‘We Don’t Care’ is followed by 

‘Graduation Day’  in which the character from ‘Intro’ returns to chastise West for his 30

inappropriate behaviour. It is important to note how the black voice who represents college 

authority states, ‘I’m trying to get you out here with these white people’, identifying West’s 

belief that higher education’s objective is the whitening of black students. Even more 

explicit is the voice’s uses of the word ‘nigger’ in its original derogatory sense; this usage of 

 ibid., Track 3.30
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the racist insult reflects its usage by the black middle-class who use it discriminate between 

themselves and lower class African-Americans.  Additionally, the voice references the 31

previous song, ‘no, the jokes on you!’, identifying the ambiguity of who is to blame and who 

is the victim of failures in racial uplift. This speech is juxtaposed to a gospel-infused 

rendition of the graduation song, ‘Land of Hope and Glory’, composed by white composer, 

Edward Elgar; this unusual flipping of the song from a white choral tradition to a black 

choral tradition, highlights the white supremacist attitudes which pervade the monologue of 

the black college representative. In these opening three tracks, West presents his critique 

of the black middle-class attitudes towards lower class blacks and identifies how they stem 

from white supremacist ideals whilst also embracing the ambiguity of each classes role in 

racial uplift.

In the next track, ‘All Falls Down’,  West’s critical gaze moves onto the pursuit of 32

wealth as a means for obtaining racial equality. The song is constructed around an 

interpolation of the Lauryn Hill song, ‘Mystery of Iniquity’  which highlights the injustices 33

and corruption of legal system. It is in an interesting choice of sample as West’s song 

explores the injustices which result from the the propagation of the belief in ‘economic 

emancipation’. In the lines, ‘Then I spent 400 bucks on this / Just to be like nigga you ain’t 

up on this’, West identifies the competitive nature of intra-racial class divisions and 

highlights, by raising pitch of the second line, that he has participated in such discriminatory 

behaviour. He goes on to explain black compensatory consumerism:

We shine because they hate us floss cause they degrade us
We tryin’ to buy back our 40 acres

In these lines, West emphasises ‘shine’, ‘hate’, ‘floss’ and ‘degrade’ by placing them on the 

beat and internally rhymes ‘hate us’ with ‘degrade us’ to reveal his awareness that 
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excessive Black consumption is directly linked to the desire for status which is the result of 

the historical racism. However, West states his realisation that ‘we can’t buy freedom’, 

verbalising to his belief that the materialism promoted by Black consumerism is ‘impotent as 

a vehicle for change’.  Whilst it often appears in the media that West’s attitudes towards 34

consumption suggest he ascribes to the idea of racial uplift through materialism, ‘All Falls 

Down’ counters this; in contrast, West realises the inherent flaws in the methods of 

Washington and the Black Conservatism.

The opening 4 tracks of The College Dropout are an attack on the racial uplift 

ideologies of the past century and the attitudes of the black middle-class which continue to 

perpetuate them; in isolation, these tracks appear to only criticise and offer no alternative. 

However, whilst ‘School Spirit’  has an overtly negative critique of education, as evidenced 35

by the lines, ‘This nigga graduated at the top of our class / I went to cheesecake he was the 

muthafuckin’ waiter there’, there is a positive subtext of community. West’s initial listing of 

fraternities serves a double purpose of both setting up the imminent criticism of education 

but also suggesting group identity. The sped up sample of Aretha Franklin’s ‘Spirit in the 

Dark’  also helps give the song a communal music making feel with its gospel inflection; 36

the multiple voice layering throughout the song also aids in this sense of group speech. 

West also raps, ‘Gangstas walk, pimps gon’ talk’ directly after the list of fraternities 

indicating that ‘gangstas’ and ‘pimps’ are a similar group; a group identifiable with the 

rhetoric of rap. In addition, in a call-and-response pattern West states, ‘I feel a woo comin’ 

on cous’’, which is responded to by a series of ‘woo’s which can be interpreted as a 

reference to the Wu Tang Clan, who use an identical sound in the backing of ‘Clan In Da 

Front’. This intertextuality and the communal feel which West creates suggests his 
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identification with a hip-hop community whose objective is to ‘make sure these light skin 

niggas never ever never come back in style’. West’s ideology becomes clearer in ‘Jesus 

Walks’ . Here he uses a slowed sample of The ARC Choir’s ‘Walk With Me’  which 37 38

evokes the trudging of a chain gang, an image West uses in the music video. The gospel 

sound of the sample is appropriate for a song where West becomes a self-styled preacher 

trying to bring his 21st century slaves a new awareness of God; this is an educational 

responsibility he advocates: ‘We rappers is role models we rap we don’t think’. 

Furthermore, West prioritises education stating that even if the religious content of the song 

‘takes away from my spins’, he feels spreading the message is more important. In these 

two songs West places the responsibility of education with the hip-hop community and finds 

the seeds of his own uplift ideology.

By combining hip-hop and education West isn’t proposing something new but rather 

embracing a longer tradition; Afrika Bambaataa’s promotion of Pan-Africanism and Public 

Enemy’s aggressive Black Power message can be seen as an attempts to change hip-hop 

into ‘edutainment’.  West continues in this tradition of ‘Philosopher Kings’  and his 39 40

‘speech-effusive’  rapping style aids in this categorisation as it gives his raps an oratory 41

feel. In doing so he identifies with a greater community of MCs who embrace more 

conscious hip-hop;  this is acknowledged by West ‘Last Call’  where he references A Tribe 42 43
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Called Quest. Furthermore, West promotes this community by featuring conscious MCs on 

The College Dropout. The best example of this is in ‘We Can Make It Better’,  which 44

features Talib Kweli, Common, Rhymefest and Q-Tip as guest MCs; in the chorus of this 

song a sped-up sample of The Three Degrees’s ‘Make It Easy on Yourself’ states 45

‘breaking up’ before begin answered by West singing, ‘We Can Make It Better’.

Despite West’s faith in the educational power of hip-hop, it remains to be seen 

whether he and the community of conscious MCs can really ‘make it better’. The ideology 

of racial uplift propagated by West acknowledges the inherent flaws in the original 

strategies outlined by Du Bois and Washington and criticises the modern attitudes which 

continue to perpetuate poor social conditions for many of the African-American community. 

West’s views are genuine as can be seen in his response to the lack of relief for blacks 

after Hurricane Katrina and he has managed to occupy an unique space in culture where 

his music carries a message and remains commercially successful. The #BlackLivesMatter 

movement which has formed in the last few years can either be seen as the symptom of a 

society in which racial tension has reached boiling point or the result of growing racial 

consciousness which has only been aided by a resurgence in more conscious hip-hop. 

West has definitely contributed to this however, as he so succinctly puts, ‘racism’s still 

alive’.  46
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Appendices

Appendix A:

The ‘White alone’ line indicates the average income per annum (in 2014 dollars) of individuals who 

identified their ethnicity as white alone. The ‘Black alone’ line indicates the same for individuals who 

identified their ethnicity as black alone. The ‘Difference’ lines indicates the changing inequality 

between the ‘White alone’ and ‘Black alone’ data and can be interpreted as an indicator of the 

persistent racial inequality in average income. All data was taken from http://www.census.gov.
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Appendix B:

The ‘Black alone’ line indicates the percentage of individuals who identify their ethnicity as black 

alone and have obtained a Bachelors degree within an prescribed age range in 2014. The ‘White 

alone’ line indicates the same for individuals who identify their ethnicity as white alone. The 

‘Difference’ line indicates the inequality between ‘White alone’ and ‘Black alone’ data and can seen 

as indicator of cross-generational inequality in educational attainment at college level. Percentages 

derived from data taken from www.census.gov.
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Appendix C:

The ‘Black alone’ line indicates the percentage of individuals who identified as black alone and were 

living under the poverty line in any specific year. The ‘White alone’ line indicate the same for 

individuals who identified as white alone.

All data was taken from www.census.gov.
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